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San Nicolas Newest Place To Visit. 
Meet Nicholas Gordon.  He was born in 
Jamaica, but moved to Aruba at the age of 
nine. He grew up in the district of San 
Nicolaas where he attended school. After 
he finished high school, he went to earn a 
degree in accounting and finance at the 
University of Aruba.  During his years as a 
student, he worked in the tourism industry 
waiting tables and bartending where he fell 
in love with the culinary arts.  Having 
always been a lover of nature and the arts, 
he decided to act on his passion and create 
Kulture Cafe which is a cozy cafe located in 
a museum offering a variety of items 
ranging from coffee to sandwiches to a 
variety of different beverages. It is also the 
only cafe/coffee house in San Nicolaas. Take 
a trip out to San Nicolaas during your trip to discover what this lovely area 
has to offer.  Nicholas and his lovely staff will have the coffee ready.     
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Big Turtle Got Stuck On Her Way To San Nicolas.  

After laying her eggs this monster 
turtle wanted to meet and mingle with 
the San Nicolas Community, however 
got stuck on some sharp rocks, luckily 
a passerby noticed this amazing 
creature in distress and called for help 
as he noticed the turtle was way to 
heavy for him to do it on his own. 
Thank you for being a good person 
and doing your part.     
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Oil Spill Close To ABC Islands! 

There has been a major oil spill in the Boca de Aroa and Tucacas areas of 
Falcon State in Venezuela. The origin is thought to have been from the El 
Palito refinery.  This has the potential to affect Aruba, Bonaire and Curacao. 
The respective authorities have been contacted..Aruba however says we are 
not at risk, but still keep an eye out when you go to the beach. 

.     
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Sero Colorado Hotel Delayed! 

In this pandemic there are so many projects that got delayed, and 
unfortunately our very own resort that had to come in the Colony could not 
escape this delay. The only action we are seeing on this property is donkeys 
strolling knocking down the fence every time looking for food. Latest 
update is that this project will resume January 2021.     
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What is Ma'nene?  (International Knowledge).  

Residents in Toraja, Indonesia take 
their deceased loved ones out of 
graves once a year, to celebrate 
their lives. The festival is known as 
ma’nene. The dead will be taken 
out of their coffins, cleaned and 
given a new set of clothes. 
Relatives from far and wide come 
to celebrate ma’nene, feasting, 
swapping stories and honouring 
the deceased. Food, water and 
even cigarettes are offered to the dead, because it is believed the spirit 
remains near the body and craves care. 

P.S: They Use Preservatives to retain bodies.    
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